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Stochastic Analysis � Problem Sheet 8.

Tutorial classes: Mon June 20th in SemR 0.008. Philipp Boos <s6phboos@uni-bonn.de>.
Solutions will be collected at the beginning of the tutorial session. At most in groups of 3.

Exercise 1. Let (
;F) and (
~ ;F~) two measure spaces and T : 
!
~ a measurable transformation.
Prove that, for any two measures �; � on 
 we have

H(� �T¡1j� �T¡1)6H(�j�)

and, assuming that H(�j�)<+1, equality occours only if the density d�/d� is a function of T .

In the following let 
= C([0; 1];Rd), (
; F ;F�; �) be the standard d-dimensional Wiener space and
X: 
� [0; 1]!Rd the canonical process.

Exercise 2. Let  be the standard Gaussian measure on Rd and � a measure on Rd such that
�=d�/d;Rd!R>0 is a C1 function with �> " for some "> 0.

a) Prove that

H(� j)=H(� j�)= 1
2
E�kukL2([0;1];Rd)

2 ;

where � is the measure on 
 with density �(X1) w.r.t � and the drift u is given by ut =
rlog(P1¡t�)(Xt), where P is the transition operator for Brownian motion.

b) Prove that rlog(P1¡t�)(Xt) can be written as E�[rlog�(X1)jFt] for t 2 [0; 1] and deduce the
log-Sobolev inequality for the Gaussian measure in Rd:

H(� j)6 1
2

Z
Rd

����r��
����2d�:

Exercise 3. Prove that if a family (Y ")" satis�es the Laplace principle with rate function I then it
satis�es also the Large Deviation principle with the same rate function, that is: for any open set A2

and closed set B 2
 we have

liminf
"!0

" logP(Y "2A)>¡ inf
x2A

I(x); limsup
"!0

" logP(Y "2B)6¡ inf
x2B

I(x):

a) For the lower bound approximate from below IA with IB(x;�) for some x 2A where B(x; �) is
the ball with center x and radius �. Then use that

E[exp(¡�(d(Y "; x)^ �)/")]6 e¡�/"P(d(Y "; x)>�)+P(d(Y "; x)6 �)

and estimate the r.h.s. with the Laplace principle and let �!1; �! 0 at the right moment
and use the lsc of I.

b) For the upper bound approximate P(Y "2B)6E[exp(�d(Y ";B)/")] and let �!1 at the right
moment.
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Exercise 4. Let Y " be the family of strong solutions to the SDE

dY "= b(Yt
")dt+ "

p
dXt; t2 [0; 1]

where b is bounded and Lipshitz. Prove that (Y ")" satis�es the Laplace principle with rate function I:

!R>0 given by

I(x)=
1
2

Z
0

1

jx_(s)¡ b(x(s))j2ds

if x_ 2L2([0; 1];Rd) and +1 otherwise.

Exercise 5. (Bonus) Prove that the family of SDEs

dY "= b(Yt
")dt+ "

p
�(Yt

")dXt; t2 [0; 1]

where b; � are bounded and Lipshitz and � �T > �I with � > 0, satis�es the Laplace principle and
identify the rate function.
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